Involvement of local anesthetic binding sites on IVS6 of sodium channels in fast and slow inactivation.
Local anesthetics (LAs) block Na(+) channels with a higher affinity for the fast or slow inactivated state of the channel. Their binding to the channel may stabilize fast inactivation or induce slow inactivation. We examined the role of the LA binding sites on domain IV, S6 (IVS6) of Na(+) channels in fast and slow inactivation by studying the gating properties of the mutants on IVS6 affecting LA binding. Mutation of the putative LA binding site, F1579C, inhibited fast and slow inactivation. Mutations of another putative LA binding site, Y1586C, and IVS6 residue involved in LA access and binding, I1575C, both enhanced fast and slow inactivation. None of the mutations affected channel activation. These results suggest that the LA binding site on IVS6 is involved in slow inactivation as well as fast inactivation, and these two gatings are coupled at the binding site.